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THE PHIL A TELÍ OAL CATALOGUE.

ALSACE AND LORRAINE.
U sed also in those parts of French Territory inTrussian occupation.

August, 1870.
Type I.— Numeral on continuous ground of net, Postes above, 

Centimes below (no name). Stamps đeiineđ by, and divided by, 
band of colour. Col. imp, rect. type set. {Fig, 1.)

1 centime, olive. ! 4 centimes, grey.
2 „  brown. I 10 „ bistre.

20 centimes, blue.

Completion of Issue, January, 1871.
5 centimes, green. | 25 centimes, cold brown.

Varieties.
These arc dependent upon colour, net, and differences in the type, 

but it is impossible to chronicle the latter, they are so numerous, and 
so often trivial.

M. 11, net, with points up.
1 c. olive-green*.

pale olive.
2 c. claret 1. and d.

deep warm brown*. 
i  c. grey*.
5 e. yebow-gveen. 

bright green.

10 c. olive*.
gulden brown, 
bistre*.

20 c. dark blue.
bright blue.

25 c. dark brown, 
clear brown.

1 c. olive.
2 c. claret*. 
4 c. grey.

Net, with points down.
5 c. bright green. 

10 c. cinnamon.
20 c. blue.

25 c. dark brown.

Net, nearly invisible, being much paler than stamp.
5 c. bright green. 10 c. dirty brown, 1. and d.

10 c. golden brown. ! 25 c. darii brown.
U
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Post-Card.
September 12, 1870.

I’bin card, typo act, Caute de Correspondance, à M, place for 
stamp, and four dotted lines with lieu de destina i ion : on tin last, 
and black line below. Demeure du destinataire, si elle peut être 
indiquée avec certitude, with doited line after. Broad black line below 
all, with paragraphs (1 and 2) of instructions below.

Black on Luff.

Varieties.
These are three in number, A, B, and C, which differ in size, and 

position of lettering, and also in colour, quality, and size of card, as 
follows : — .

A.
B.
C.
A .
B.
C.
A .
B.
C.
A.
B.
e.

Сайте de Cobres pondant e occupies a space of 3f inches.
f> ». ».

RTlí I» »?
J Timiibe large; full stop after it, in square of plain lines.

„  small, no stop, in oblong of dots.
Paragraph (1) et p ré  | cision (2) pour les | communications. 

„  (1) et I -précision (2) pour \ les „
„  (1) et préci I sion (2) pour des | „

Black on buff, size f’ fţ x T inches.
„ pale bntf, „ f>T7e x „
,, brown, „  6Tj X Ц'й ,,

Remarks on the Stamps.
The design is hardly worthy of such a name; the sheets arc modo 

in this way ; a sheet of paper is covered by a net-work of fine lines, 
then broad bands of colour are printed across and vertically, the 
squares so formed being afterwords filled by the words postas and 
centimes, with the numeral o f value in the centre. Аз these stamps 
were co-existent with the Prussian occupation of French Territory, 
it is not surprising that many varying editions took place; it has 
been impossible for me to identify one half of these for the purposes 
of cataloguing, but İn calling attention to the following points, I 
think their elucidation and arrangement would provo an ample field 
to any one desirous of studying the adhesives of the Post Office of 
the German army in France. The name Alsace and Lorraine has 
not been changed by me, as the stamps are so generally known by 
it, but when they were used as far north as Amiens aud Abbeville, 
and westward almost to Le Mans, an alteration might have been 
excused. The differing points are :—

a. The space occupied by postes.
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h. Its nearness or distance from the side lines.
c. The space occupied by centimen.
it. Its nearness or distance from the side lines.
с. The central numerals in relation to the word postes.
ƒ. The same in relation to centimes.

As there are such numerous varieties, I have not felt justified in 
■singling out one or two for especial collection, but would suggest 
that a specimen of 10 c., which .shows the figure 1 to left of the 
letter О above, and others which show the same figure to the right, 
or exactly under, are essential to any collection which aims at 
illustrating the variations of a series. In like manner there are two 
notable varieties of the 20 c. ; the one which is illustrated has the 
figure 2 not in line with the P of Postes above it, iu the other the 
figure 2 is more to the left, and consequently in line with the letter 
P. Varieties do not occur (in my experience) on the same sheet, so 
that these differences point to distinct printings, and I imagine that 
it is quite within the power o f  any painstaking collector to identify 
them all in the course of a few months j the differences in the 
colours of the net are very appreciable, in the darker shades it is 
frequently o f a different tint from the impression, and in those copies 
in which it is indistinct, the difference between the colour of the net 
and the impression is even more patent, some 10 c. showing a pale 
yellow net to a brownish stamp, whilst others appearquite devoid of net.

ANGOLA.
July 1, 1870.

T.— Crown in solid Etruscan circle, name above, value below. Col 
imp. rect. typo. peri’. {Fig. 2.)

5 reis, black. 
10 „  yellow.
20 ,, bistre.

25 reis, red.
50 „ green. 

100 „  violet.
Varieties.

Urese are not numerous, and are principally due to colom’, though 
the tint of the paper supplies a series of secondary importance.

M. 13, 1870, toned paper.
5 reis, black.

10 „  golden yellow, 
paler yellow.

20 „ pale bistre-brown,
bistre. 1871,

25 reis, vermilion.
flesh. 1871. 

50 „ deep green*. 
100 „  violet 1. and d.

В 2
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Tionţ/h wh ite paper. 
5 ruis, black.

5 reis, black.
10 „  pale golden yellow. 
20 „  bistre’ .

Smooth white, 1872.
25 reis, rose'.
50 „  P

1Ü0 „  deep violet.

ANTIGUA.
End of 1862.

Т уре I .— Queen’ s head to left on engine-turned ground, name 
above, full value below. Col. İrap. rect. typo. perf. [Fig. 3.)

One penny, violet roso. | One penny, vermilion. J Sixpence, green.

Varieties.
These are of watermark and colour, the latter being very numerona 

and confusing.
Wmk. star, M. 14 to 151 compound. 1802, pp. ordinary.
One penny, violet-rose'. Sixpence, dark green*.

„  clialky rose’ . „  deep warm green’ .
„  carmine-rose’ .

1866, pp. thick to very thin.
One penny, crimson-red. j One penny, brick-red.

18G7.
One penny, orange-vermilion’. J Sixpence, washy yellow-green.

1370, very thin pp.
Sixpence, pale green. | Sixpence, dark green.

Wmh cc. and c. M. Щ , 1873.
One penny, reddish rose. | Sixpence, green.

Bemarks.
The series with the star watermark was perforated in every 

combination from 14 to 151 ou the same sheet; such is termed a 
compound perforation, and its vagaries are o f no moment, and less 
interest. Tbe cc. and crown watermark appears to be inseparable 
from a 12 J perforation, and tbo colours arc very dense in the solid 
parts, a further point of uniformity in all stamps emanating from the 
same atelier.
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ÀNTIOQUIA.
Jirst Ьзвис.

? 1808.

T yi’ES.— Col. imp. rect. litlio(?). imperf.
I. Arms in lettered oval, background white. (Fig. 4.)

2A centavos, pale blue.

И. Arms in sinuous lettered oval, background wavy. {Fig. o.)
5 centavos, dark green.

III. A rms with name in circle, lettered baud above and below,
background white. {Fig. 6.)

10 centavos, pale lilac.

IV. Arms in lettered oval truncated by lettered band above
and below, background and lettering surcharged 
by fine waved lines. {Fig. 7.)

1 peso, rose-reil.

Varieties.
The most fruitful elements of colour varieties aro here in pale 

blue and pale lilac stamps, but the originals are so uncommon that I 
am unable to subdivide the above four types into anything further 
than normal shades. Although the 10 c. lilac may he found in two 
shades of lilac, both are pale, and one is probably faded from the 
other. The 1 peso varies slightly, but not enough to catalogue. 
The paper is of tolerable thickness in all known specimens.

Remarks.
The stamps o f this series were brought to light in a very desultory 

manner during 1809 and 1870, and the three lower values were 
obsolete before they were even suspected to have existed. The 
second series was first seen iu England in May, 1809, and the 1 peso 
of Type IV. (fig. 7) was found with the four values constituting that 
series ; in the December and January following, the 2 i and 5 c. were 
resuscitated, the 10 c. was first noticed a few mouths later, and it 
was then suggested that the and 10 c. formed portions of one 
scries, whilst the 5 c. and 1 peso were units o f another issue. With 
this hypothesis I am even now inclined to agree, although no other 
specimens have been found to bear it through. My adhesion to this 
theory is founded on tho 5 c. value, as wo know it, showing signs of 
alteration from a state which would bring it in harmony with the 
2^ c. Uuth 2.J and 10 c. have entirely plain backgrounds, the 2|
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has Coireos in a short label at top, and the value below is simply 
ruled off ; the 5 c. has Correos in the same style of short label, and 
the part at base containing the value /ш  been ruled off similarly to 
the 2£ c., and the lines are still there, though a label has been inserted 
efteiwards; it is true that this does not prove that it was ever issued 
with the value in a straight ruled space and without the ground, but 
this valuo appears to me to be a lithographic transfer, whilst the 
2  ̂ and 10 c. seem printed from metal; as it would have been 
impossible to add a lined background to those values which 
previously were plain, it is surely not improbable that if the 5 c. 
ever existed with a plain ground, &c., it was transferred to stone, so 
that the ground might bo added, and the value altered as inex
pensively as possible. The 2^ and 10 centavos are rare stamps, the 
5 c. and 1 peso being but slightly commoner, as the peso was İu use 
when the second series was discovered, it was naturally imported 
with it, but not to any extent. I am not acquainted with any 
forgeries, but a careful examination of the originals will be the 
greatest safeguard to those who are afraid of imitations. The shield 
on all but 5 c. has a similarity, and that is all, the two upper points 
are curved over, and on 10 c. and 1 peso the upper third of the 
shield is shaded, the 2.) and 10 show but one flag on each side, the 
ends of which tare carefully tucked away behind the curled base of 
the shield on the 10 c., but looped up and falling below on the 2.) c. 
There are throe flags on each side of the peso, and two on the 5 c., 
and the ends are looped up and fall below the point of shield, which 
is not curled at base on these two values. The shield contains two 
cornucopias,a cap of liberty, and what we are assured is an isthmus, 
but which seems more like a bridge, the topmost emblems being on 
a lined ground save in the lowest value. The condor which sur
mounts the shield has a glory on the 2^ c. and 1 peso, with the 
addition o f nine stars to the latter value, and on the same value 
(1 peso) he carries the sarcastic legend, Libériád y Or Jew, which is 
indecipherable on the other values. The condor is to the right on 
2|, 5, and 10 c., to left, and holding a wreath on the peso. 
Although I know no forgeries, yet the following points occur in 
originals, which should be safe tests of genuineness :—

2^ c. The value is printed “  2 i^,”  i. e. “  2 and a the fractional 
1 cuts through the line above, which is broken to allow it ; further, 
the 1 is pointed, and the fractional lino below it curves completely 
upwards, towards the dot to the letter “  i the top to the said letter
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is very long, and only on the left sido, that at base is short by 
comparison, and shorter on the right than the left. There are 
thirteen rays round the condor's head, two of them (over left wing) 
being mere dots. The shading behind the shield is of horizontal 
lines with, a few oblique ones, the top of the shield is like a flattened 
fleur-de-lys, and there are marks of shading on each side of it and 
below the scroll ; there is a white line to edge of right hand wing, 
and the bird's beak is clearly hooked. The label containing Correos 
tourbes the line above in two places, but is distinctly away from it 
throughout the part bearing “  e q s .”

5 c. The lines ruled off by the value, and the two letters “  r ”  of 
Correos being a different size, should suffice to test a doubtful 
stamp. I will add another, and that is the presence of a small 
vertical line over the eagle’s beak, which may be remains of, or 
commencement of rays ; further, the two figures 5 below, each have 
a white stop after.

10 e. This is engraved the best of the series, and I regret that 
the extreme faintness of the original colour precludes me from giving 
a clear facsimile. The top of the shield is very peculiar, being 
raised un and flattened out iu the centre. The scroll above shows 
some portions of the motto, Libertad y Orden, and the name is in 
shaded letters. The right hand flag is shaded in its lower half by 
broken lines, the lower part of the scroll with value comes below the 
border line, and the “  s ”  has lines of shading through it.

1 peso. Any imitator of this stamp would find it a great difficulty 
to reproduce with fidelity one important item in the general design. 
All the lettered portions, and the ground outside those portions, are 
covered as with a burele" of fine, wavy, horizontal lines. The back
ground of this stamp is peculiar, an extremely large and coarse 
network is employed, but is not easily distinguished by reason of the 
before-mentioned wavy, transverse lines which are over it. The 
entire execution of this stamp is finer than the other values, and I 
should doubt that it was printed from a lithograph, but that the 
stamps are divided by ruled lines, which arc longer than necessary 
on the edges of the sheet ; they are ruled on the lithographic 
transfer, and extend so much beyond the size of the outside stamps, 
as to show they could not havo been printed direct from the 
electrotypes.

The date of issue of this senes is a matter for conjecture; I do not 
think ıhar it could have had any length of currency, and I found
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this opinion on the comparative commonnoss of the succeeding issue 
within a very short period after its discovery. There is no other 
obliteration known to me beyond the pen and ink cancellation ; 
some offices may have used a hand-stamp, however, as wo find a few 
on the current series, but that I cannot chronicle a real putt mark on 
this sot is my misfortune and not my fault.

Scconi) LaSttC.
1869.

T ype.— Arms in lettered oval ; col. imp. reet. litho.
I. White numerals in angles. (Fig. 8.)

Щ (dos y medio) os blue.

II. Solid numerals at angles, large .stars and rays. {Fig. 9.)
5 (einco) ceu. green.

IIT, Numerals in lower, rosette in upper, angles; large stars 
and rays ; oval divided. {Fig. 10.)

10 (diez) c\ lilac.

ХУ, Much the same as III., small stars and no rays. {Fig. II.)
20 (veinte) cent, blown.

Completion of Issue, 1871.
V. Correos and full value İn scrolls above and below, design 

as type TV. o f first series, without background or 
lines. {Fig. 12.)

1 (un) peso, carmine.

Varieties.
The elements are paper and colour, and the latter is quite 

dependent upon and uniform with the former.
18G9, yt llow 2op.

2i c. dark blue. 10 C. violet*.
sky blue. slate*.

6 c. dark green. 20 e. yellow brown.
1870, white ]q>.

2.) c. sky blue. 10 c. lilac*.
5 c. dark green’. 20 c. dark brown.

1871, thick pp.
2.) c. sky blue. 20 c. d.rrk brown.
5 c. dark green. 1 peso, carmine.

10 c. lilac. 1 peso, red*. 1872
5 c. clear green. 1873.

Bemarks.
Specimens exist bearing the following inscription embossed in
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capitals, the inscription covers the space of two stamps, and is no 
doubt purely official, as the embossing is done after the stamps are 
placed ou the letter or envelope, the stamps are obliterated in the 
usual way, so that it is not a cancelling mark. Estados Unidos de 
Colombia, Estado Soberano de Antioquia. Administracion de Coireos, 
Zaragoza.

Each value has been separately engraved, and whilst presenting a 
very strong similarity in the four lower values, differs mostly in the 
arms where wo might have expected positive identity ; the condor is 
to the left in all, there are no rays on the 2\ and 20 c., and the nine 
stars are very large in the 5 c. The cornucopia on the shield is on 
white only in tho 10 c,, and this value is further distinguished by 
being the worst engraved and bearing the engraver’s initials d .a . 
under the flags. On the four lowest values, under the shield, appears 
a mysterious (t something can it be meant to represent the draping 
of the flags which is clear upon the earlier issue? It appears so to 
me on the 2£ and 20 c., buton both 5 and 10 c. it is quito separated 
from the flags, and resembles on the latter an oval brush and nothing 
else. The 1. peso follows the design of its predecessor, but has no 
background, and from the absence of tho lines over the lettering 
gains in clearness what it loses in execution, 'fhe stars are very 
much smaller, but the flags are draped, and the general effect is as 
before, and the condor holds a wreath, but the value is in bolder 
letters.

The lithographic transfers of this series are getting worse and worse, 
in the 10 c. bad printing supplies us with specimens quite blocked 
up with colour, and to this cause is due the so-called “  error,”  copreos 
on the 20 c. to which I will add curreos on the 10 c. The latest 
sheets o f 2\  c. are very slurred, and show a dot over the first “ A ”  of 
AnriOQCiA, a flaw from the ornament after that word cutting through 
the inner oval, and a great indistinctness of tho “  о ”  of M edio at its 
base. Probably tlm use of stamps is gaining ground in the “  Sove
reign State ”  (Estado Soberano) of Antioquia, so we may hopo for 
something better from them in time. I have been unable to learn 
anything concerning the usage of these stamps, but I suppose that 
if we consider them purely local, i. e. confined to prepayment in the 
state wliich issues them, we shall pot be far wrong. Though perhaps 
“  united ”  in the interests of “  Liberty and Order,”  the states now 
pleasantly termed The United States of Colombia are most probably 
the managers of their own pescai administrations, and use their own 
stamps, although foreign correspondence undoubtedly requires pre-
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payment in the labels issued by the central government. The use 
of a postmark is an exception, though wc have them from Anori and 
other towns, double transverse oval, name and Franca, in capitals, 
ornament each end, and the centre blank. A  dato is seldom if ever 
used.

‘ALhirb Essuc.
1873.

T ype I.— Arms as before, and general design of type II. o f the 
previous issue, but condur holds a wreath, shape of shield is altered, 
stars smaller, rays shorter, side ornaments slighter and fewer, 
u umem Is shaded, &c. Col. imp. roet. litho. (Fit/. 13.)

5 (cinco) cen. clear green’ .

Remarks.
In consequence of tho alteration in the shape of the shield, to 

accord with that shown by the central government (it does not bulge 
out on each side), and the condor again bearing the wreath in his 
beak, I have felt justified iu adopting this stamp as the first of a new 
series, and giving it a place to itself, rather than treating it as a 
variety of type o f the 5 c. There is a fault in the engraving of this 
die; the lettered oval in that portion containing Es U8 is broader 
than on the opposite side. It was probably issued in the month of 
May.

ARGENTINE CONFEDERATION.

JHrst Issue.
April, 1858.

T ype I.—Arms, sun over transverse oval, name above, value below, 
within narrow Greek frame. Col. imp. reet. litho. (Fig. 14.)

6 centav., vermilion'.

V arieties.
There are none beyond trifling variations of shade.

Reprints, 1867.
5 c, vermilion, light and dark.

Fancy Stamps, reprinted from altered Dies, 1867.
10 c. dark green. j 10 c. blue-green. | 10 c. dull green.

15 c. Prussian blue. | 15 с. bl ue.
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Remarks.
During the year 18f*7 two higher values, 10and 15c., were introduced 

as forming the completion of the large figure series. The statistics 
and information then given, however, will not bear analysis, ami 
there can he no doubt that the specimens then found were possibly . 
essays, but more probably forgeries. There is an able analysis, 
which shows the discrepancies, in the first volume of The Philatelícal 
Journal at page 153, and on the calculations therein given, I found 
my present expressed opinion of the worthlessness of the 10 and 
15 centavos of the large figure series. It has been attempted to 
prove that a large number of both 10 and 15 eonts. were really used 
for postage, but if such had been the case 1 cannot but think that it 
would have been susceptible of proof during the six years which 
have elapsed since it was enunciated and doubted. Sudice it to say 
that no post marked copies have ever been found, and uo attempt 
has ever come to my knowledge of proof being deduced of their uso 
for franking letters. Assertion is not proof.

Although the 5 c, has a figure very much larger than the letters, 
these so-called large figured 10 and 15 do not show any such dis
tinction; in point of fact they should not be termed large figured 
Argentine at all, as that v» ill not distinguish them from the 10 and 
15 c. of the next series. The figures are so nearly the size of the 
lettering, that they ought to be termed fine Greek border.”  The 
15 c. has a dot after numeral and c e n t a v ., and is from same die as 
the 5 c., but the 10 c. has no dots; the c. of c e n t a v . is quite 
different, and the rays to right are much coarser than those to left. 
Unused originals of the 5 c. arí; extremely rare, and unused specimens 
looking so beautifully fresh may be ruthlessly condemned as re
printed.

âecoiib Essuc.
End 1858. .

T ype L — Design as above, smaller numerals and larger frets in 
frame. Col. imp. rect. typo, imperf. {Figs. 15 & 10.)

5 centav. red. | 10 centa v. green. j 15 centav. blue.

Varieties,
Save for a variation in the dots after the numeral, there are only 

light and dark shades of each value.
5. centav. red, 1. and d. j 10 centav. green. I 15 centav. Prussian blue,
5: „ red. I „ dull green. ' pale blue.
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Reprints, 1867
5 c. red, light and dark. j 10 c. green, light and dark.

15 c. blue, light and dark.

Remarks,
The numerals employed differ rconsiderably, as shown iu ilio 

illustration (fig. 15 and 16). There are two 5 c. to the sheet showing 
two dots after numeral, the one illustrated having a peculiar 5 with 
two dots and a scratch, the other has a thicker 5 and the two dots 
only. Certain of the 5 c. also show a second dot or scratch after 
centav. There is considerable difficulty in pronouncing absolutely 
as to what arc reprints, and what originals, but, as I take it, the 
coarser figures when noticed in conjunction with inferior impressions 
— worn, slurred, and blotched—unmistakably show the reprint; but 
I should not like to lay down any rule for tho detection o f early 
reprints, though T think tho samo tests as above, but less pro
nounced, will be found pretty accurate. The paper of reprints is 
more surfaced, thinner, and tho gumming is thin and very oven. 
With the illustrations given it cannot be needful to enter into the 
minutiae of design, but it may bo noted that it is broadly distinct 
from the previous 5 c. in being coarser in every detail.

ARGENTINE REPUBLIC.
Jirst Issue.

First Series, 1862.
T ype.— A rms encircled by name, value below on rayed ground. 

Col. imp. reet. litho.
I. Lines Ín oval shield, straight, coarse, branches point to 

sun. (Fiy. 17.)
5 centavos, dull red.

II. Lines extremely fine, oval longer, branches point upwards, 
glory very scanty, &c. (Få/. 120.)

10 centavos, sap-green.
III. Nearly the same.

15 centavos, blue.

Varieties.
5 c. rose-red, 1. and d. , 10 c. sap-green (yellowish),

light red I 15 c. light blue.
Reprints of Type I., 1870.

5 light and dark rost.
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Fancy Stamps, reprinted from altered Dies of Type I.
10 c. light and dark greco. | 15 c. light and dark blue-

Second Series, ? 18G2.
T yte.— As before, col. imp. reet. litho.

T. Liuos in shield arched, wreath broader. {Fig. 18.) 
5 centavos, rose.

3 T. Lines in shield straight, shield flatter than in other typos, 
glory thick and waved, &c.

10 centavos, green.

III. Lines in shield straight, glory more irregular than in 
last, &e. 15 centavos, blue.

Varieties.
*5 c. violet-rose. 5 c. rose'.

rose-piukv. dark rose.
10 c. dark green. I 10 c. yellow-green, light,

yellow-green, deep. I dull green, dark.
15 c. bright blue. j 15 c. pale blue.

15 c. Prussian blue.
Remarks.

Of the first series the 10 e. and 15 c. arc well-nigh unattainable; 
these two values were first identified by Dr. Magnus in the now 
extinct Le Timbrophİle at page 471, and I am much indebted to him 
for placing his own specimens at my disposal for examination. The 
copy which is figured on Plato IV. {jig. 120), has been kindly lent 
for the purpose by Sir Daniel Cooper : as will be seen, it İs very 
different from the ordinary type, and the following notes may assist 
the collector.

First Senes.— Type I. 5 c. as fig. 17 is not rare; the stone of this 
typo has been used to reprint a full series, so although only a 5 c. is 
known as an original (and then always in a red shade), there are 5 c. 
rose, 10 c. green, and 15 c. blue, of a like design, all being reprints, 
and two of them quite fancy articles. I have a postmarked specimen 
o f the said 15 c., but I have very strong doubts of the genuineness of 
the obliteration. Tho illustration (No. 17) has been taken from a 
15 c. reprint, on account of its superior clearness; there are 72 pearls 
in the circle o f this type, and the lines in shield are coarse and 
straight.

First Series.— Type II. 10 c. fig. 120, is very scarcp, whilst type 
Ifi .  15 o, is still rarer. As they are very similar, the illustration will 
serve to identify both ; notice tho size and shape of the following 
points, the hands clasping the pole, of the glory, of the wreath, of
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the circle (touching the border on the left side), of the value. The 
lines in shield are very fine and straight, and the pearls are 71 in 
number.

Second Series.—Type I. 5 c .f ig .  18, is the common stamp, and is 
distinct in having arched lines in shield, and 71 pearls in circle.

Second Series.— Type II. 10 c. is not rare, and may be easily 
told from the scarce 10 c. of the firat series by the ends of the wreath 
going into the glory and pointing to the head as on the 5 c. There 
are 78 pearls in this type, and the glory is large.

Second Series.—Type III. 15 c. İs by no means a common stamp 
now, it lias a strong resemblance to the last 10 c., hut the glory is 
thinner.

ŠÍCOllb Ï55UC. #
1861

T ype.— Head of Rivadavia to left in oval, name and full value. 
Col. imp. rect., т. n. wmk. a . r.

I. Lettering in oval, numerals iu angles. {Fig. 10.)
5 (cinco) centavos, red,

II. Lettering in la b e ls , numerals in angles. ( l ' i < j . 20.)
10 (diez) centavos, green.

111. Lettering ill oval, numerals at sides. {Fig. 21.)
15 (quince) centavos, blue.

Varieties,
These arc primarily of perfc ation, the watermark being the same 

throughout.
Wmk. A. R. 1m.

5 cent-rose-red'. | 10 cent, green. | 15 cent, blue,

M. id .
10 cent, deep green, dark.5 cent, rose-red’ , 

red’ .
brown-red. 
’■oso’ .

15
yellow-green’ , 
dark blue’ , 
clear blue'.

1866.
5 cent, carmine'. ) . . . . .

bio ul r d* ) vu]7 mn and »using m every way.

Provisional Issne. 18G7.
T ype.—Same os I. on paper without wmk. {Fig. 10.)

5 (cinco) çc-nta vos, f armi ne.
Varieties.

It is seldom we find varieties in a provisional stamp ; but here 
there are two distinct ones of perforation.
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Imperforate.
lì e. carmine. j 5 e. dark carmine.

M. 12.
5 e. carmine.

Fancy Stamps (made for sale to collectors).
No wmk.

10 centavos, green. j 15 centavos, blue.
Remarks.

Although thi? series is distinguished by a multitude of shades for 
the 5 c., by varieties of perforation, and by a provisional stamp 
guiltless of watermark, it is not an interesting one. The imperforate 
senes is notable for clearness of impression, and rareness of the 
highest value. Some of the later issues of the perforated set are 
virtually imperforate, for the paper hardly bears the marks of the 
machine, and is frequently not even cut. It would be hardly trans
cendental to form a series of these latter ; but as it is difficult to defino 
them, I have not done so. There are proofs existing in the issued 
colours, imperf., no watermark, on stout paper slightly toned, which 
must not be confounded with the re-issue o f 1807 ; the latter being on 
thinnish paper of a poor quality, and generally badly printed, are quite 
different. It has been stated that postmarked copies of the no wmk. 
10 and 15 c. exist, and if they do, it does not alter my opinion that 
these two values were printed entirely for sale. As they were 
identical with the stamps, there was nothing to prevent them paying 
postage if placed on letters, and they were undoubtedly so used to 
lead to the impression that they were bona fide postals. This 5 c. 
was ügaiu revived (no wmk. and imperf.) in June, 1872, for a short 
time.

õ̂Thivb £ssuc.
1867.

T ype.— Varying heads, col. imp. rect. т. n.
1. Head of Rivadavia in lettered circle, name and full value, 

on shield with label below. (Fig. 22.)
5 (circo) centavos, red.

II. Head of Belgrano in lettered oval. (Fig. 23.)
10 (diez) centavos, green.

III. Head of San Martino in lettered lozenge. [Fig. 24.)
15 (quince) centavos, blue.

Varieties.
M. 121

5 c. vermilion-red. j 10 c. dark green,
red, I „ green.

15 c. blue.
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Provisional Re-issne, June, 1872.
T ype I.— Same as second issue, 5 c.? only no wink, or perf., being 

provisional of 1867 re-issned. {Fig. 19.)
-5 (cinco) dirty carmine'

Remarks.
This provisional of 1872 is hardly to he told from that, of 1867, 

except by a usual dinginess of colour, and very frequent eradication 
of all the fine lines of the background, either from bad priuting or 
bad colour. I hardly think tbo provisional of 1867 was ever so bad 
—indeed, some of those first used were very creditable specimens of 
impression, and tho colour was a very pleasing shade ; but there are 
specimens of 1867 which could not be separated from those o f 1872. 
Very likely some of those issued last year were of the 1867 printing 
l'cmaining in the hands of the Post OHice.

Continuation of Third Issue, 1873.
Heads in oval, name and full value in labels, numeral in top 

angles. Col. imp. rect. typo. perf. t. d. by Nat. 13. N. Co.
I.- Portrait of Baltarce. {Fig. 25.)

1 (un) centavo, mauve’.

II. Portrait of Moreno. {Fig. 26.)
4 (cuatro) centavos, brown*.

Issued October 10.
H I. Portrait of Alvear. {Fig. 27.)

30 (treinta) centavos, orange-yellow.

IV. Portrait of Posadas. {Fig. 28.)
60 («esenta) centavos, black.

V. Portrait of Saavedra. {Fig. 29.)
90 (noventa) centavos, Prussian blue.

AUSTRIA.
in r ó t  ÎÖGUÎ.
June 1, 1850.

Type I .— Two-headed eagle iu shield, no name, col. imp. rcct. r. D 
{Fig. 30.)

1 kreuzer, yellow. I 3 kreuzer, red. J 9 kreuzer, blue.
2 „ black. I 6 „ brown.

For Foreign Oßces, same value in centes.
5 centes, yellow. | 15 centes, rod. I 45 contee, blue.

I „  black I 30 „  brown.
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Journal-Stamp, Jan. 1, 1851,
(Common to all parts.)

T ype  I ,— Profile o f  Mercury ou ground of eccentric oblique lines ; 
no name or value. Col. imp. square, t . d. {Fig. 3G.)

Blue (1 kr.).
Yellow (10 kr, until 21 March, 1850, then only 1 kr.).

Hose (50 kr. withdrawn Oct. il, 1852).

Alteration of colour and value, Mar. 21,1856.
Yellow (1 kr.). j Scarlet (10 kr.).

Reprints of 1865.
On white paper, rather surfneet].

Full series in bright colours.

Reprints of 1873.
Same as above.

Reprints of Foreign Offices.
1865. 1873.

Series as above. | Series as above.

Varieties.
Very thin paper,

Austria proper.
1 kr. buff-yellow'.
2 kr. black.
3 kr. vermilion.

„  red.
(i kr. dark brown 

, warm brown.
0 kr. Prussian blue.

„  light blue.

hand made.
Foreign Offices.

5 centes, buff-yellow.
10 centes, black.
15 centes, vermilion.

„  red.
30 centes, dark brown.

„  warm brown.
45 centes, Prussian blue.

„  light blue.
Variety K.F. postes for к.к. &c.
15 centes, vermilion’.

Thiele paper, hard, hand made.
Full series may be made.

Thirl: paper, soft, unsuifaced.
Austria proper.

1 kr. yellow.
„  rale yellow'.

2 kr. black.
3 kr. vermilion*.

„  pale red.
0 kr. warm brown'.
Î) kr. blue’ .

Foreign Ojjiccs. 
5 centes, yellow.

,, pale yellow.
10 centes, black.
15 centes, vermilion’ *

„  pale red.
30 centes, brown’ .
45 centes, blue’ .

С
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Austria proper. 
3 kr. red.
G kr. brown,
9 kr. blue.

liibhed paper, A j ’nc, fi coarse.
Foreign Offices.

5 centes, buff-yellow. 30 centes, brown. 
10 centes, binek. 45 centes, blue.
15 centes, red.

Lal<( paper (extremely rari ).
15 centes, red.

R em arks.
The existence of the variety of 15 centes s h o w in g  k .p . postes  is 

a fact that has hitherto been  overlooked ; i t  was probably the first 
edition of that value, and is distinguished by the position of the word 
c e n t e s . It is rare, and was in uso from 1850 to 1852.

§ E £ 0 llb  ÏS S U C .
Nov. 1, 1858.

T y p e .—Embossed profile o f Francis Joseph to left in various 
frames; no name, col. imp. rect. typo.

I. Head in laurel wreath, lined background.
2 kr. yellow.

II. Head in oval, solid reet. lettered frame. (Toy. 31.)
3 kreuzer, black.

III. Head in laurel branches in circle. (Fly. 81,)
5 kr. red.

IV . Head in arch of laurels and shields. (Fig. 82.)
10 kr. brown.

V. Hoad in broken circle with florid ornaments. (Fly. 33. 
15 kr. blue.

For Foreign Offices, same ; value in sohii.
2 soldi, yellow, I 5 soldi, red. ] 15 soldi, blue.
3 „  black. ! 10 „  brown.

Journal-Stamps.
(Common to all parts.)

VI. Head in rect. solid frame. (Fly. 35.)
Oct. 14, 1858. Mar. 12. 1860.

Blue (1 kr.). J Lilac (1 kr.).

Alteration in colour.
II. As before. (Fly. 34.) 

M ar. 1859.
3 kreuzer, green.

Varieties.
These are entirely of colour.

2 kr. yellow’ .
„  orange-buff.

3 kr. black.

3 kr. sea-green’ . 
5 kr. vermilion. 
5 kr. brick-red.

,. pale red.

1862.
3 soldi, green.

M. 15.
i 10 kr. liglit umber.

„ reddish brown. 
15 kr. deep blue.

„  pale blue.» « геУ-
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2 1er. yellow,
3 kr. black'.

,, sea-green. 
5 kr. vermilion. 

„  brick-red.

For Foreign Offirss.
5 kr. j>ale red.

10 kr. light umber.
„  reddish brown. 

15 kr. deep blue.
„  pale blue.

For Journals, Trnperf.
Deep blue. I Dark lilac. i Slate-grey.
Pale blue. I Pale lilac. I

Reprint of 1865. 
Austria proper.

Series, bright colours

M. 12.
Foreign Offices,

Series, bright colours.

Reprint of 1873. 
Austria proper.

Series, bright colours.

M. 9|.
Foreign Offices

Series, bright colours.

blitvi) issu e .
Jan. 1, 1861.

T ype 1.— Embossed probio of Francis Joseph to right in engine- 
turned oval, col. imp. oval, tjpo. [Fig- 'll.)

5 kreuzer, red.
10 „  brown.

15 kreuzer, blue.2 kreuzer, yellow.
3 „  green.

IT. For Foreign Offices, same design, coarser net, value in
soldi (Fig. 42.)

Jan, 1.1861 1862.
5 soldi, red. | JO soldi, brown.

Journal-Stamp.
(Common to all parts.)

II, Head in oval within fancy lettered rect. frame. 
(Fig. 39.) Lilac (1 kr.).

Envelopes.
Same type as adhesives, embossed in right corner.

I. 3 kreuzer, green. 
5 „  red.

İti „ brown.
15 „  blue.

20 kreuzer, orange.
25 „  brown.
30 „ violet.
35 „  grey-brown.

Envelopes for Foreign Offices, same ; value in soldi.
I I .  3 soldi, green.

5 „  red.
10 ,, chestnut.
15 „  bine.

20 soldi, orange.
25 „ dark brown.
30 „ violet.
35 „ light brown.
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Varieties of Adhesives.
il/. 14, 1801.

2 kr. yellow.
3 kr. deep green. 

„  sea-green.
5 kr. vermilion.

,, brick-red.

о soldi, vermilion. 
„  pale red.

5 kr. pale red.
10 kr. chestnut'.
15 kr. i Yu Asian blue. 

„  pale blue.

For Foreign Offices. 
1 1802.

10 soldi, chestnut.

Rich lilac.
For Journals, Imperf. (1 hr.)

I Pale lilac. I

2 kr. bright yellow.
Reprints of 1835, M. 12.

3 kr. clear green.

Grey.

5 kr. bright red.
10 kr, dull stone- 
15 kr. blue.

5 soldi, red.
10 soldi, brown.

Fancy Stamps, printed from altered dies, M. 12.
2 sol. yellow. | 3 sol. green. j 15 sol. bine.

Reprints of 1873, M 9L
Same as above.

Fancy Stamps of 1873, M. 9|.
Same as above

Varieties of Envelopes.
T y p e  I.— Same as adhesive, stomped to right of envelope. Paper 

white, wove, soft, and unsurfaced. [Fig. 4L)

Large Envelope.
3 kreuzer, green. 15 kreuzer, Prussian blue.
5 „ vermilion. 15 *1 light blue.
5 „ red. 20 >1 orange-yellow.

30 „ chestnut. 25 warm brown.

Ordinary Envelope. Shape a.
3 kreuzer, deep green. 15 kreuzer, Prussian blue.
3 „ pale „ 15 „ light blue.
5 „  vermilion. 20 „ orange-yellow'
5 „  brick-red. 25 „ warm brown.
5 „  light red. 30 „ cold violet.

10 „  chestnut. 35 „ grey-brown.

II. F o r  F ore ign  Offices, sam e as adhesive. (Fig. 42 .)
L ory  Envelope. 
10 soldi, chestnut. 15 soldi, Prussian blue.Б soldi, vermilion.
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Ordinary Envelope. Shape a .
3 soldi, deep green.

„  pole „
5 soldi, vermilion.

„  brick-red.
., light red. 

10 soldi, chestnut.

lő  soldi, Prussian blue.
light blue.

20 soldi, orange-yellow.
25 ,, warm brown.
30 „ cold violet.
35 „ grey brown.

Reprints.
Ordinary Size.

18G6. Shape в, with wtnh. i> (portion of word Brief-C ouvertb). 
Full series, in brighter shades.

1873. Shape c, vdth wank, e (partion of word В rief- Couverts),
Full series, İn brighter shades.

Remarks.
No original envelope of this issue bears a watermark. Varieties 

may be found showing differences in the size of the tress on flap, but 
though usually small, there is no constancy, and no method, so the 
cataloguing of them can lead to no good.

fourth Essuc.
July 1, 1863.

T ype I.— Embossed arms in engine-turned oval, col. imp. oval 
typo. (Fiy. 43.)

2 к re u 7, er, yellow. j б kreuzer, rose. I 15 kreuzer, brown.
3 >, green. 10 „  blue.

II. For Foreign Offices, same design without outer white 
line, &c. Value in soldi. (Ely. 44.)

2 soldi, yellow. 1 5 soldi, rose. I 15 soldi, brown.
3 „ green. 1 10 „ blue.

Journal-Stamp, Dec. 1, 1863.
(Common to all parts.)

III. Embossed arms in octagon. (Fig. 40.)
lilac (1 kr.J.

Envelopes.
July 1, 1863.

T ype I.—As adhesive, in right corner. ( Fig. 43.)
3 kreuzer, green. j 15 kreuzer, bistre.

25 „5
10

rose.
blue.

violet.

I. For Foieign Offices,as adhesive in right corner. (7":/. 44.)
3 soldi, green. 
5 „  rose.

10 „  blue.

15 soldi, bistre. 
25 „  violet.
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Varieties of Adhesives.

2 kreuzer, yellow.
3 „  sea-green.
5 „  rose’ .

M. 14, 18(33.
10 kreuzer, blue’ .
15 „  light brown (reddish.)

M. <H, 1864.

3
3

kreuzer, yellow. 10 kreuzer, Prussian blue.
„  orange-yellow. 10 „  light blue.
„  sea-green. 15 „  light reddish brown.
„  yellow-green. 
,, rose'.

15 „  very pale brown.

1'or Foreign Offices, M. 14, 1863.
2 soldi, yellow. 10 soldi, blue’ .
3 „  sea-green. 15 „  reddish stone'.
5 „  rose’ .

M. Ц, 1864.
2 soldi, yellow. 10 soldi, Prussian blue.
3 „  sea-green. 10 „  light blue.
3 „  deep green. 15 „  light brown (reddish).
5 „  rose’ .
5 „  rose-pink.

15 „ very pale brown.

Vor Journals, Imperf.
(1 kr.) lilac'. (1 kr.) grey-lilac.

Varieties of Envelopes.
July 1 1863.

Ordinary Envelopes, Shape a, no vnnh.
3 kreuzer, yellow-green'. 10 kreuzer, Prussian blue.
5 „  light rose. 15 „  light umber.
5 ,, deep „ 15 „  reddish brown’ .

10 „  light blue. 25 „  cold violet.

Ordinary Envelopes. Shape в,  no wmJc.
3 kreuzer, green. 10 kreuzer, Prussian blue.
3 „  yellow-green. 10 „  light blue.
5 „  light rose. 15 „  umber'.
5 „  deep rose. 26 „  cold violet.

Ordinary Envelopes. Shape n (wrnlt, £>.).
3 kreuzer, light green.
5 „ томе.

10 „  Prussian blue.

15 kreuzer, umber'.
25 „  cold violet.

T ype II.— For Foreign Offices.
Ordinary size. Shape a ,

3 soldi, yellow-green'.
5 „  pale rose.
5 „  deep rose.

10 „  Prussian blue.

no wmk.
10 soldi, light bine.
15 „  reddish brown.
15 „  umber, 1.
25 „  violet.
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Ordinary xizu. Shape в, wwk. v.
3 solili, palo grecii, l o  soldi, Prussian blue.
5 „  palo roso. 15 „  umber.
5 „  l’ose.

N ote .— The use of two distinct, tresses is continued throughout 
this and the follmviug series, but as they seem to have been indis
criminately employed, it has not been thought necessary to notice 
them fully. Illustrations are annexed of the most prominent 
varieties.

giriftli Issue.
June 15, 1867.

T ate,—Head of Francis Joseph to right in solid circle. Col. imp.
rect. typo.

I. Curls each side of,ml ve.

2 hv. yellow.
3 kr. green.
•5 kr. mse.

II. Without curls each side of 
val-ш.. (Fig. 46.)

10 kv. blue.
15 kr. brown.
25 kr. lilac.

III. Large stamp, very florid frame, value in top corners. 
(Fig. 47.)

50 kr. salmon.

II.

III.

IY

For Foreign Offices, value in soldi.
2 *id. yellow.
3 ,, green,
5 ,, rose.

10 sld. blue.
15 „  brown. 
25 „  like

50 std. salmon.

Journal-Stamp
(Common to all parts.)

Profile of Mercury to left in oval in Creek frame (Fig. 40) j no 
value.

Grey (1 kr.).

ùmue dcn'iiu, stamped in 
I .  3 kr. green.

Envelopes.
right comer.

II.
5 „  rose. 

I I .  10 „  blue. 
15 „  brown. 
25 violet.

reign Offices. Soldi.
3 :aid. green.
5 »> rose.

10 >» blue
15 Jt brown.
25 1 violet.
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Varieties of Adhesives, all M, 9 ,V.
10 kr. sky blue.

„  clear blue'.
„  Prussian blue’ .
„  intense dark blue. 

15 kv. cold brown'.
„  stone'.
„  reddish stone.

25 kr. dull violet'.
„ chocolate.

»  grey-violet.
For Foreijn Offices, soldi.

The >ame shades as İu the above hreuzer series.

2 kr. yellow'.
„  orange-yellow.

3 kr. emerald’ .
„  deep green'.
„  bright green'. 

5 kr. dull rose.
„  dull carmino. 
„  flesh.
„  rose-red.

Dull lilac, 
Dark lilac,

Journal-Stamp.
^ in every conceivable way.

P light violet or mauve, „ 1»
Varieties of Envelopes.

Ordinary Envelopes. Shape A, wmk. D.
3 kreuzer, green, i 10 kreuzer, Prussian blu
3 „  pale green. 10 „  blue.
5 „  carmine. 15 „  umber*.
5 „  dark „  ’ 25 „  cold violet'.

0 ed ina ry Envelopes. 
3 kreuzer, pale green.

Ordinary Envelope. 
10 kreuzer, blue. |

Ordinary Envelope. 
3 kreuzer, green.
3 „  yellow-green.
5 „  carmine.
5 „  dull.

Shape B, wink. d.
6 kreuzer, carmine 

Shape c, wmk. D.
15 kveuzer, umber. 

Shape c, wmk. e .
10 kreuzer, Prussian blue. 
10 „  blue.
15 „  yellow-brown.
25 „  F

Ordinary Envelope. Shape very similar to c, irinle. E, and with rosace 
{fig. 119), paper white and surfaced. 1873.

3 kreuzer. deep green.

T yfe II.— Рог Foreign Offices.
%pe a , wmk. d .

15 soldi, pale brown. 
25 „  cold violet.о

10

Ordinary Envelope.
3 soldi, green, 1. and d.

carmine, 1. and d.
Prussian blue, 1. and d.

Ordinary Envelope. Shape в, wmk. i>
P if  any values exist.

Ordinary Envelope. Shape c, wmk. e .
3 soldi, green.
5 „  cannine, 1. and d.

10 soldi Prussian blue. 
15 „ pale brown.

Ordinary Envelope. Shape c, wink D.
25 -oidi, violet.



Wrapper for Journals,
Issne of 1872.

Type of 18G7 adhesive series. ( Fig. 15.)
!• 2 ikr. yellow.

Post-Cards.
J ffT ß t  I'OSUC.

July 1869.
T ype of 1.867 (I.) in right hand comer, with Corkespondenz-K arte 

arched over double eagle, an and in on front, all within oblong 
frame; back of card inscribed :—

At top, Raum für schriftliche Mittheilungen. (Room for written 
com m unicatiou. )

Below, Die Postcmstalt übernimmt heim VerantwortlicKkeit für đon 
Inhalt der Mittheilungen. (The Post Office undertakes no responsi
bility for the contents of the communication.)

Stamp in colour, rest black ; typo1.
2 kr. yellow on buff.

Varieties.
Two dies exist for this card, besides many slight differences in the 

setting up of the frames.
2  k r. chrom e-yellow  on  buff. j 2  kr. ligh ter yellow  on  buff.

2  kr, chrom e-yellow  on pale buff.Scconb ïçôuc.
June, 1871.

T ype,  as last, Adresse and in on front, at back, am . . . .  187 . . 
the instructions being omitted.

2 kr, yellow on buff.
Varieties.

There are many types varying in the setting of the frame, and there 
are certainly two dies for the eagles.

A. am . . . 187 . .  to loft. 1871. B- am . . .  187 . .  to right. 1872
2 kr. diremo on  buff. i 2 kr. chrome on buff.

„  paler „  light buff. 1 „  yellow on straw.

лГliirb Issue*
E n d , 1 8 7 2 .

T ype, as last, back quite blank.
2  k r. y e llow ' on  straw.

2G THE PHI LATE LTO AL CATALOGUE,

1 The card similar lo above, but Leaving shield instead o f double eagle, belongs to 
Hungary, which see.
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Special Cards for Varions Provinces.
T ype, as before, Correspondenz-K arte less arched, with translation 

of it and Adresse into one of the five languages in use in the Empire.
1871. A. At back, to left, am , . . 187 . . .
1872. B. „  to right, „

„  C. Back entirely blank.
1873. D. The same: on face name o f the language abbreviated, in right

lower angle.

I. For Bohemian Provinces.
Adresse

K orespondenční lístek
1 1 in
Ì v

A. 2 kr. yellow on buff.
B. ,, on straw.

Adresa
C. 2 kr. yellow on straw.
D. (Bufnii.)

II. For Gallician Provinces. (Polish.)
T t- t,  Adresse ) in
K a r t a  K o e e sp o n d e n c y jn a  , , VA  arcs j  w

A. 2 kr. yellow on buff.
B. ,, on straw;

C. 2 kr. yellow on straw.
D. „  (Poln.)

III. For Illyrian Provinces. (Italian.)
~ Adresse 1 in
Carta da C o r r isp o n d e n za  r , .  .Indirizzo ) a

C. 2 kr.?
D. „  yellow on straw.

IV. For Ruthenian Provinces. (Russian letters.)
„  „  . Adresse ) in
hap« h opeen он деп mii пая Адресса [ G

A. 2 kr. yellow on buff,
B . „  on straw. (Ital.)

A. 2 kr. yellow on straw,
B. ?

V.

C. 2 kr. yellow on straw.
D.

For Sclavonic Provinces.
r Adresse ) in
L istnica. f .JSaslov > v (na).

A. 2 kr. ? I C. 2 kr. yellow on straw.
B. 2 kr. yellow on straw. I D. ?

VI. For Foreign Offices, 1873.
T ype, as usual, stamp of type l i .  Carta da Corrispondenza in 

arch over arms, Indirizzo on first dotted line.
C. 4- soldi, rose (1. and d.) on buff.

Remarks.
These cards are extremely complicated, and will require careful 

study ; when the collector is examining these for varieties, he must 
carefully mark each specimen (as it is identified) in pencil, once 
properly marked the specimens are better than a ream of instructions. 
The first issue was the ß  rut post-card ever issued, and, in its way, was
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as great a pioneer as tlie Mal ready envelope, although it was termed 
“  a singular vagary ”  in one stamp-paper when it appeared ! The 
card with two lines of inscription at back exists from two distinct 
dies, and I am indebted to M. de Joanuis for the details of the points 
of type I.

“  Stamp very badly printed, has every appearance of being a 
lithograph (and I believe it to be so). At bottom, 2 кп.,2 broken in 
middle, no dot after kr. Face blotchy ; dotted frame perfect ; circu
lar frame broken in four above, and three below, head. Iu upper right 
rosette a vertical dash ; in upper left and lower right a dot ; in lower- 
left nothing. Inner rectangular frame only perceptible to right ; all 
but missing, top, left, and bottom.”

“ At a glance the stamp greatly differs from the other die, it is not 
only in minutiæ ; the fraine of the type I. is 1124 millimetres long, 
whereas type II. is 114. The card is light buff. The dot in in is 
almost above the n, and very small, a n , л crossed, and N very thick.”

Newspaper Tax-Stamps
First Semi-postal Series, Oct. 1, 1850.

Tyre.— Arms on white ground, iu square frame, lettered.
K ais .-K on.-Z eitungs- Stämpel, col. imp. rect. т. n.
I. IJosette and trefoils in each angle. (Fin. 38.)

2 kreuzer, green.

Second Semi-postal Series, 1857, 1856
II. As the first, with bail and point iu each angle. (Fly. 37.)
2 kreuzer, brown. | 4 kreuzev, brown.

For Foreign Offices, same,
•1 kreuzer, red.

N ote.—Both 4kr, were withdrawn Nov. 23, 1858.

Third Semi-postal Series, Nov. 23, 1858.
III. As the last. (Fig. 37.)

1 kreuzet, blue.

Foe Foreign Offices, same.
1 kreuzer, black. | ü kreuzi r, red.

Private Local-Post
OF TITE

Danubian Steam Navigation Co.
J YPF I.— Numerals ot value in fancy circle, with anchor each 

side, ill! within transverse lettered oval, Kesri; K.K. P.R Donai
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DAMPScniFFAHRT GESELLSCHAFT. Border of waved horizontal lines 
no frame. Col. imp. ohlong typo.

April 1, 1866.
17 (soldi) rod.

Aug. 1868.
10 (soldi) green.

Aug. 1866.
10 (soldi) violet.

July 1871.
10 (soldi) red.

Varieties.
These are principally of perforation, and secondly of colour.

Im. April 1, 18G6.
17 (soldi) vermilion.

M. 12.
17 (soldi) vermilion.

10 (soldi) violet.
„  pale violet. 

17 (soldi) vermilion’ .

M. 9*.
10 (soldi) deep green. 

„  clear green. 
„ vermilion.

AZORES.
Jîİrüt bssue.

1868.
T ype.— Embossed profile of Don Luis, being Portuguese stamps 

surcharged with açores. Col. imp. rect. typo, and perf. {Figs. 48
& 50.)

Rose Surcharge.
5 reis, black.

10 reis, yellow.
20 „  dark bistre,
25 „  rose.

B lack Surcharge.
50 reis, green. 
80 „  orange. 

100 „  lilac.
210 reis, mauve.

Varieties.
These are of perforation and surcharge, colour being a secondary 

matter İn these stamps.
A. Surcharge in block type as in fig 51, in black.

Imperforate.
20 reis, dark bistre. j
50 „  green’ .

5 reis, black', rose surcharge. 
10 „  yellow.
20 ,, bistre.
25

Ж. 13.

80 rets, orange.
100 „  lilac, dark'.

50 rets, green.
100 „  lilac, pale. 
120 „  blue.
210 ,. mauve, light.rose.
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B. Surcharge longer block letters, as on fig. 48, in dirty red, 
varying to dull black. M. 13.

5 rois, black.

C. Surcharge longer block letters, as on fig. 50, in rose. M. 13.
5 reis, black.

D. Surcharge in much smaller block letters than A. M, 13.
25 reis, rose. j 25 reis, inverted surcharge.

E. Surcharge in Roman capitals. M. 13.
25 reis, rose,

Eemarks.
These surcharges may appear intricate at first sight, but there is 

but one common to all values, which is A., shown on fig. 51. В aud 
C, on figs 48 and 50 respectively, are peculiar to the 5 reis value, 
whilst D and E arc equally confined to another value—the 25 reis—- 
and it has not been deemed needful to illustrate them, since they 
cannot possibly be confused with the other surcharges. The 5 aud 
25 reis being the values mostly used will account for the occasional 
appearance of other surcharges, and they may be strictly considered 
to be provisional.

^eternò ïsôuc .
. 1871.

Т у ге .— Current Portuguese stamps, with açores printed across 
in block letters. Col. imp. rect. typo. perf. (Fig. 51.)

Surcharge A (as before).
M. 13., rose letters.

5 reis, black.

Black letters.
10 reis, yellow \ 50 reis, green.
20 „  bistre. ; HO „  orange.
25 „  rose. 100 „  pale lilac.

120 reis, blue.

BADEN.
JİD3İ Esőltc.

First Portion, May 1, 1851.
T ype.— Solid numeral od varying ground, in circle, within lettered 

frame. Black imp. square, typo. (Fiy. 52.)
I. Numeral on open lace-ground.

1 (kreuzer), buff.
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II. N amerai on double waved lines.
3 (bronzei), yellow.

III. Numeral on finer double waved lines.
6 (kreuzer), green.

IV. Numeral on fine wavy lines İn bands of four.
9 (kreuzer), rose-lilac.

Change of Colour. 185?.
I. 1 (kreuzer), white.

II. 3 ( „  ), green.
III. G ( „  ), yellow.

Second Change of Colour, 1857.
II. 3 (kreuzer), blue.

Varieties.
The paper employed differs considerably in texture, being— 

A, Smooth surfaced paper.
D. Stouter and rougher.

1 kr. pale brown.
3 kr. lemon-chrome.

„  orange-chrome.
C kr. dull grass-green.

„  clear green,
9 kr, pale lilac.

„  rose-lilac.

1 kr. white.
3 kr. dull grass-green.

„  clear green.
G kr. lemon-chrome.

„  orange-chrome.
3 kr. dear blue.

Envelopes.
Oct. 1, 1858.

T ype I. Embossed profile of grand duke to left, in lettered engine- 
turned oval, full value, no name. Col. imp. oval, typo, varying 
in minutisi. Stamped on left of envelope, ins. to left. {Fig. 49.)

3 (drei) kreuzer, blue. •
G (sechs) „ yellow.
0 (nenn) „ rose.

12 (i woe lí’) „  stone.
18 (achtzehn) „  light red.

Varieties.

Large envelope, large tress m  flap : tip only gummed.
3 kixuzer, blue, light.
3 „  blue, dark'.
G „  yeliow*.

18 kreuzer,

9 kreuzer, rose*.
0 „  carmine.

12 „  reddish stone’ ,
igbt red.
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Ordin а nj en et lope,
3 kreuzer, blue, light.
3 blue, dark.
G „  yellow’.

cis lihoen.
9 kreuzer, rose'.
9 „  carmine

12 reddish stone’ .
18 kreuzer, light red.

Large envelope, tress like last but with circular mark in centre, 
size one-tenth of an inch less, tip only of flap gummed.

3 kreuzer, blue'. | 9 kreuzer, rose’ . J 18 kreuzer, light red.
6 „  yellow. 12 „  reddish stone. •

Reprints. ? 1868.
Large envelope, rosace on flap (ƒ</. 119) as on next set, flap 

gummed along edge.
12 kreuzer, stone. ] 18 kreuzer, vivid briek-red.

Ordinary envelope, as above.
3 kreuzer, ultramarine’ . . 12 kreuzer, reddish stone,
G ,, yellow. 18 ,, bright deep briek-red.
9 „  rose.

Reprints of 1873.
Ordinary envelope, rougher paper.

12 kreuzer, stone. | 18 krenzer, brick-red.

^cconb Issue.
1861,

T ype.— Arms on lined ground in lettered frame. Col. imp. 
square typo. perf. {Fig- o3).

1 kreuzer, black. i 6 kreuzer, orange.
3 „  ultramarine. 9 „  rose.

Alteration of Colour, 1862.
0 kreuzer, blue. j 9 kreuzer, brown.

Varieties.
These are primarily of perforation, secondly of colour : viz.

1861. M. Ш .  1. 3. G. 9. kr.
1862. M. 10. 1. 6. blue, 9. brown.

M. Щ .  1861.
1 kr. black. G ki dull yellow.
3 „  ultramarine. 6 „  orange.
3 „  dull blue, 1. and d. 9 „  dull cannine.

M. 10. 1302.
1 kr. black.
0 „  deep blue.

9 kr. warm brown'. 
9 „  pale stone’ .

vihirb Issue.
1862-64.

T ype .— Precisely same die as above, but arms on a w hite ground. 
{Fig. 54.)
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1 kreuzer, black.
3 „  tose.
6 „  ultramarine.

9 kreuzer, brown.
18 „  green.
30 „  orange-yellow.

Varieties.
Savo l'or the 3 kr. with ьша11 perforation, the varieties are solely 

duo to colour.
M. 10J.

3 kreuzer, rose, varying slightly

AL 10.
1 кг. black. 6 kr, deep blue.
3 kr. carmine. „ ultramarino’ .

„  rose’ . 9 kr. reddish stone.
„  rose-pink. „  bistre'.

9 kr. pale bistre.
1.8 kr. deep green.

„  clear green.
30 kr. orange-yellow.

Envelopes.
1862.

Type.— Same as preceding envelope, inscription to right. {Fig. 40.) 
3 (drei) kreuzer, rose. 1 6 (sechs) kreuzer, blue.

9 (neun) kreuzer, stone.

Varieties.
A. Rosace {Jig. 119) on flap, tip of flap gummed.

Large Envelope.
3 kr. rose, 1. and d.
6 kr. ultramarine, 1. and d. 
9 kr. stone, 1. and d.

Ordinary Envelope.
3 kr. rose, 1. and d.
6 kr, ultramarine, l. and d. 
9 kr. stone*.

E. Same rosace on flap, flap gummed along edge.
Largo Envelope.
3 kreuzer, light rose.

Ordinary Envelope.
3 kr. rose. 6 kr. pale ultramarine, i 9 kr. stone.

„ dark rose. | „  bright „  I „  reddish stone,
c. Sanie rosace on flap, flap gummed along edge, paver tinsurfaced 

and bluish.
Ordinary Envelope.

3 kr. rose. ; 6 kr. ultramarine.
„  rose-pink*. I „  light blue’ .

9 kr. reddish stone'. 
„  red-brown'.

JOUïtll EôSUC.
1868.

Т у ре .—Arms as last, but F eeimarke each side and coinage 
abbreviated. Coi. imp. square typo. (Fig. 55.)

1 kr. green I 3 kr. rose | 7 kr. blue. 
D
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Varieties.
T h ese  are so le ly  lig h t  am i d a rk  shades. 

1 kt*. dark yellow-green. 3 kr. tillit rose.
pale „

3 kr. deep rose.

Rural Post.
1862

intense dirty luke. 
7 kr. dull blue’ .

T y p e ,— Solid numerals, P orto - m akke  curved below, L and - P ost 
above. Black imp. square typo. v in minutise.

I. L and-P ost arched.
1 (kreuzer) yellow. | 3 (kreuzer) yellow.

II. L and -P ost straight, [Fig. 5G.)
12 (kreuzer) yellow.

Remarks.
Tko 12 kr. was suppressed in 1871, but the other two are still 

current. They are used for extra postage for delivery of letters 
beyond the Government lines.

Post-Card.
Mo stamp, 1870.

T ype .—B a d is c h e r  P ostbkzikk  C okrespondenz-K aiite  with four lines 
for address ; instructions in four paragraphs. Peet. space for stamp. 
Type set, black imp. large oblong: size G ; x 4yV

Palo buff.

BAHAMAS.
June 10, 1859.

T y pe .— Full face o f  Queen diademed in oval. Col. imp. rect. typo.
I. 1 vie к i n s u la it in scroll over head, emblems each side.

Imp. and perf. (Fé?. 58.)
Ono penny, lake.
Dec. 16, 1861.

II. Plaid ground, Postage in scroll below head. Queen
with necklace. (Fig. 59.)
Puitrpence, rose. j Sixpence, grey.

Ang. 1863.
III. Profile o f Queen to left in fancy oval. Col. imp. rect.

typo. [Fig. GO.)
One skilling, green.

Varieties.
These are primarily of watermark, secondly of perforation, and 

thirdly of colour, briefly thus:-—
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No w.nk. Im. 1 p.
„  Perf. 1, 4. 6 p. 

cc. „  1, 4, G p., I sh.
No wolle. Im. toned or grey pp., 1859.

1 penny, lake'.

M. 11 to 12 compound, Dcc. 1861.
1 penny, lake, light. 4 pence, rose.
1 „  lake, dark. 1 6 ,, violet-grey.

ill. 12, thick glazed paper.
1 penny, blood-red. | 4 pence, pale rose. j 6 pence, cold violet'.

M. 13), thick glazed paper.
1 penny, brown-lake. 6 pence, violet-grey.
4 pence, palo rose. ■ 6 „  cold violet.

Wmk. cc. and c. M. 12).
1 penny, brown-carmine, 1. and d\
1 „  brown-lake, 1. and d’ .
I „  rosy lake, 1. and d*.
1 „  blood-red.

1 penny, light reddish rose*. 
4 pence, rose, deep, and pale. 
4 „  deep dull rose.
6 „  light violeť.

6 pence, intense violet.

Thin glacé pp., wmk. cc. and c.
1л green, light. [ l.y. green, deep.

BARBADOS.
J irs t issue.

18-52.
T ype.— Britannia. Col. imp. rect. т. d.

I. Barbados at base, no value.
(Halfpennj’) green. I (Penny) blue. | (Fompencc) red.

II. Barbados above, full value below. {Fig. 61.)
Sixpence, rose. | One shilling, black.

Alteration of Colour, 1865 or 1866.
Fourpence, red. | Sixpence, red.

Continuation of Issue, 1873.
II. As last.

Threepence, dull lilac.

III. Britannia in large beaded circle. Col. imp. rect. т. d

[Dig. 6 5 .) Five shillings, rose pink.

Varieties.
These are of paper, of perforation, and of wmk.; tlielr outline is
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No wmk., im. bino pp. k, 1, 4 p.
„  „ white pp. Ş, 3, G p., 1 sh.
„  perf. „  A, 1, 4, 6 p., 1 sh.

Star wmk. purf- „ Í, 1 ,3 , 4 ,6  p., 1 sh., 5 sb

Blued pp., Lu. 1852.
Blue-green.
Rich green'.
Yellow-green.

Deep blue'. 
Palo blue', 
lied.

Blited cartridge pp., Im. 
Rich blue.

Blued pelure pp. 1m. 
Deep blue.

White pp., Tm.} thick and thin. 1850. 
Green'. I Deep blue'. ] Light blue*.

Yellow-green.

Lake-red. 
6 P- „

Yellow pp.
\

Гр. varying.
Blue.

1 sh. black.„  sepi a-blue к.
M. 12.̂  very rough, 1800. 

1 elloiv-green.

M. 14 very rough, I860.
Yellow-green. | Light blue. [ Deep diái blue.

M. 14 tv 10 compound.
Dark green.
Cold green.
Bright green, 18G8. 
Yellow-green, „  
Dark blue.Light blue.
Cold blue'.
Rieh blue, I860. 
Lake-red*, i860. 
Rose-red*.

Bust-red, 18G5. 
Bright red’, 1809.

Op. lake-red, I860.
„  red*.
„  dark vermilion, 13(34. 
„  orange-red*.
„  rose-vennilion', 1869. 

1 sh. brown black', i860 
„  grey-black'.

Star wmk., M. 
Green.
Blue.
Brick-red.

6 p. vermilion.

11 to 10 compound, 1872.
1 sb. black.
3 p. dull libre, 1373. 
3 sb. гояе-pînk, „

Remarks.
The perforations 12.̂  and 34, very rough, were evidently first 

trials, and arc not known upon any other than the insular values 
(s and 1 p.) ; they may be easily known by being moro or less 
square punctures. Large and small stars in watermark have been 
chronicled as existing on the current series, but though they do 
exist they cun hardly be termed separate issues, as they appear
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indiscriminately used. Considerable ingenuity has been brought 
to bear in the constitution of the new high value, 5 sh., the rect
angular matrix of ihc other stamps figuring bodily in its centra 
circle, the rest of the ground Ле. being drawn to İt ! The stamp is 
a most handsome one, however, but is utterly spoiled by being 
printed in as pale and ineffective a shade as could be found.

BAVARIA.
Jirst Issue.

June 5, 1849.
T ype T.— Numeral on ground of maze-work. Cob imp. square, 

? typo, imperi. {Fig. 57.)
1 kreuzer, black.

Remarks.
Л good deal has been written about this stamp, and it has boon 

frequently stated that two dies exist. 1 do not think that such is 
the case, but there are forgeries of very good execution, which have 
led to the idea that there were two dies. Some specimens show 
great wear of the die, especially round the foot of the figure, and I 
am not quite decided but that some of these are lithographic im
pressions. The oldest and finest copies are undoubtedly typographs 
however. There are unused specimens known showing a silk thread 
through the stamp, but, after making every inquiry, 1 can only agree 
with Mr. Philbrick and others that it was never issued to the public 
for postage.

Scconb Issue.
Oct. 1,1850.

T ype I.— Numeral on solid circular ground, in frame ns last. 
Col. imp. square, typo, impeti. {Fig. 02.)

1 kreuzer, rose. [ 6 kreuzer, brown.
3 „  blue. 1 9 „  green.

Continuation of Second Issue, July 19, 1854.
12 kreuzer, vermilion.

Completion of Second Issue, July 1, 1858.
18 kreuzer, yellow.

Varieties.
There is one error of impression which may be considered unattain-
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able, a 9 kr. yellow ; all the other varieties are due to colour princi
pally, whilst the paper varies b u t  slightly.

Paper showing vili,' thread.
1 1er. rose.

„  rose-pink.
3 kr. blueT.

„  pale blue.
G kr. chestnut.

„  pale chestnut.

9 kr. deep green.
„  yellow-green'.
„  pale green.
„  chrome (error). 

12 kr. pale red.
„ vermilion-red*.

18 kr. chrome*.

Oliivi» ÏS5UC.
Oct. 10, 1862.

Being the same stamps changed in colour.
1 kreuzer, yellow. t G krenzer, blue. J 12 k-reuzer, green.
3 „  rose. I 9 „  stone. ! 18 „  vermilion.

Varieties.
These are of paper and colour, viz., thick paper 1. 3. 6. 9. 12. 

18 kr.; thin paper 1. 3. (3. 9. 18 kr.
Paper showing silk thread.

Thick paper.
I kr. chrome-yellow'.
3 kr. rose*.
6 kr. deep blue.

,, bright blue.
9 kr. bistre'.

12 kr. yellow-green, 1 aiul d. 
18 kr. vermilion

Thin paper.
1 kr. orange-yellow'. 
3 kr. bright rose.
6 kr. deep blue.
9 kr. bistre.

12 kr. ?
18 kr. pale red.

„  vermilion’ .

JO  Ulili Í3SUC.
1867.

Tate I.— Embossed arms on liuos; col. imp. rect. typo. (Fig. 63.) 
1 krenzer, green. j 9 kreuzer, bistre (withdrawn 1868).
3 „  rose. i 12 „  lilac.
6 „  blue. ; 18 „  red.

Continuation of Fourth Issue, 1868.
6 kreuzer, brown, | 7 kreuzer, ultramarine.

Completion of Fourth Issue, Dec. 1872.
9 kreuzer, sienna. [ 10 kreuzer, yellow.

Varieties.
These arc principally of watermark, perforation, and colour.

Im. no wmk., i. 3. 6. 7. 9. 12. 18. kr.
„  laid paper, 1. 3. G, 7. 12. 18. kr.

M. 12. wmk. lozenges, 1. 3. G. 7. 9. 10 12. lb . kr.
„  do. and laid 1. 3. G 12. 11. kr.
,, no wmk 3 kr.
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A. wove paper showing silk thread. Im. 1867.
1 kr. pale green’ .

„ dark „ '
„  rich „  ’ .

3 kr. pale rose.
„  bright „

G kr. light blue.
»  deep „
„  dark bistre. (1868.)

7 kr. ultramarine. ) , r . .• i 11 I -1 oOöi„  intense blue. ) 
ft kr. pale stone.

„  dark bistre.
12 kr. rose-lilac.

„  dark lilac.
18 1er. bright red.

„  pale red.

B. Paper laid verticaliij {very fine lines), showing silt thread. In . 1809.
1 kr. green. I G kr. bistre.
3 kr. rose. I 7 kr. blue,

c. Wink, lozenges. M. 12, 1870.
1 kr. rich green.
3 kr. rose 1. and d.
G kr. bistre’ .
7 kr. intense blue 

„  pale blue.
SI kr. sienna’ .

10 kr. dull yellow.
12 kr. lilac'.
18 kr. brick-rod

,  1 18K

12 kr. lilac.
18 kr. red.

D. Wvik. lozenges, and laid horizon
tally (coarse lines). M. 12.

1 kr. rich green.
3 kr. rose.
G kr. P .
7 kr. ?

12 kr. lilac.
18 kr. brick-red.

E. No temk. M. 12.
3 kr. rose.

Envelope.
1869.

T y p e .— Embossed arms on solid ground, name rind full value. Col. 
imp. oval. typo, black inscrip, through stamp. {Fig. 64.)

3 (drey) kreuzer, rose.

Varieties.

Ordinary envelope, flap gummed along edge; rosace as engraving.
White paper. 1S60. I Bluish paper. 1871.

3 kr rose’ . I 3 kr. rose’ .

Post-Card.
No Stamp.

T ype.— B ayern Cobrespondenz-K arte in two lines, an with four 
dotted lines for address. Bestimmungsort : on third ; wohnonq des 
Empfängers on fourth. Instructions below in paragraphs 1 to (5. 
Rect. space for stamp, and two circular spaces for postmarks. Black 
imp. type set, oblong, 6§ +41-,

Tale bull
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Varieties.
Those are of type, and slight differences of colour. The types I 

call а, в, anil o, and they may be briefly distinguished by the position 
o f the letter l of stempel in the left-hand upper comer.

a . L of stempel above the level o f e before it. 
в. „  „  below „  „
c. „ „ following the curve,
л. bhtck on pale brown.

,, on pale buff.
fi* и tl
C« >* M

With Stamp, 1873,
Stamp typo of adhesive, embossed on buff cani; arms, Königreich 

Bayern post-KARTE and letterpress in black.
2 kreuzet, green.

Varieties.
These differ principally in the letterpress instructions, o f which 

only the leading points are given below :
Var. A. -5|-i inch long.

Paragraph 1) : one dot over pur, ii in last word under ul above it. 
Paragraph 3) : E at end of second and third lines level.

2 kr. pale green.

Var. В. same length.
Paragraph 1 ) ; two dots over für, lası u under ми. Paragraph 3) : 

the two letters E are level.
2 kr. pale green'.

Vor. C. £ inch longer.
Paragraph 1) : two dots over für, last h as before. Paragraph 3) : 

e end of third line to left of one above. Card  ̂ inch longer than 
other typo.

2 kr, pale green.

Var. D. length of C.
Instructions smaller type. Paragraph 1) : last н under к above it. 

Paragraph 3) : letters E levei. Dotted lines thick, made up of oblong 
marks, and the line over the instructions also thick and of an inch 
shorter than others, instructions also compressed to that amount. 
Königreich bayern compressed an eighth of an inch, and diuresis 
over <*• a shapeless mark, &c,, &c.

2 kr. (koper green, rougher card.
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BELGIUM.
JÎİCSt Issue.

July 1, 1849.
T ype .— Portrait of Leopold I. on ground of lines and tracery, no 

name. Col. imp. rect. T. l). [Fig. 67.)
10 (dix) cents., dark brown. J 20 (vingt) cents., blue.

Varieties,
These aro dependout on the quality of the paper primarily, and 

colour secondarily.
LL. wink, in frame, cartridge pp.

10 c. dark brown’ . j 20 c dark blue.

Ordinary pp.
10 c. dark brown'. I 20 c. dark blue.

„  sepia'. İ „  clear blue'.
„  light blue.

10 c. sepia.
Thin pp.

20 c. dark blue.

Scornii Issu e .
First Portion, Oct. 18,1849.

T ype .— Portrait of Leopold I. in oval, no name. Col. imp. re c t . 
T. D. {Fig. 6 8 .) 40 (quarante) cents... rose.

Second Portion, Ang. 10,1850.
T ype .— Same.

10 (dix) cents., dark brown. | 20 (vingt) cents., blue.

Third Portion, Journal-Stamp, June 1 ,1861,
T y pe .— Same. 1 (un) centime, green.

Varieties.
These are primarily wmk. and no vmk., and the latter are aga in  

divided into imperf. and perf. sets : the series are these in outline :—•
Wmk. LL. Im. 10, 20, 40, c. 
L'o wmk. Im. 1, 10, 20, 40, e.

Ы. 1, 10, 20, 40, c.

Except on the 1 c. the colours are not very variable, but it is a 
difficult series to timse who only take unused.

Wmk. LL. in frame, cari ridge pp.
40 c. rose.

Thin pp.
Ю c. black-brown', 
20 c. dm к blue".

41) c. rose-red.
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Wmk. without frame, a. ikin pp., b, thick.
IO c. sepia'. *10 c. rose-red.
20 c. dark blue*.

10 e. >epia.
c. thick with ribs.

I 20 c. dark blue.

No wmk.
1 c. dark green, 

deep green*, 
blue-green.

10 c. sepia.
light bröven.

1861. Im.
20 c blue, dark.

„  pale. 
10 c. carmine, 

vermilion.

M  13 to 14. April 11 1863.
1 c. dark green. j 10 c. black-brown,

light „  sepia,
olive „  i 20 c. deep blue'.

10 c. rose-red'.

Lutters of cent defective. 
1 c. green*.

4L liivi) ÏSÛUC.
First Portion, Nov. 1, 1865.

Profile of Leopold I. to left in varying frames, до name. Col. imp. 
reet. typo.

I. Head in notched circle. (Ftp. 71.)
30 cent., brown.

II. Head ín circle of links. (Fig. 78.)
1 (un) franc, lilac.

Second Portion, Jan. 1, 1866
HI. Head in beaded oval and Etruscan frame. (Fig. 09.)

] 0 cent., grey.
IV. Head in beaded circle and Etruscan frame. (Fig, 70.)

20 cent., blue.

V. Head in circle of circlets. (Fig. 72.)
40 cent., rose.

Third Portion.—Journal-Stamp, June 1, 1866.
VI. Lion rampant in central crowned oval. Background 

crossed oblique lines. (Fig, 74.)
I centime, grey.

Fourth Portion.—Journal-Stamp Sept. 1, I860
VII. Same, with background lozenges of fine lines.

2 i rutina '• blu*
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Fifth Portion.—Journal-Stamp, Jan. 1,1867
VIII. Same, with background of lines.

5 centimes, brown.
Varieties.

These are primarily of impression, and secondarily (mostly 
dependent on the fonner), paper and colour, viz. : London printed 
series, Brussels printed series.

London print. M, 14, glacé pp.
10 c. grey. 1 30 c brown’  im. across.
20 c. blue, ' 41) e. rose.
30 c. brown’ . ! 1 franc, libo.

Brussels print, 1865. 
10 e. grey to black.
20 c. blue 
30 e. brown.

M. 14, glacé pp.
40 c. rose.
1 franc, deep lilac.

Brussels print, 1867. 
10 c. grey to black.
20 c. blue.
20 e. grey-blue.

M. 15, thick pp,
30 e. brown'.
10 c. rose.
1 franc, deep lilac.

Journal-Stamps.
Brussels print, 1866. M. 14, ordinary pp.

1 c. grey. I 5 c. brown.
2 c. blue.

Imperforate.
1 centime, grey.

Brussels print, 1867. M. 15, thick pp.
1 c. grey. i 2 c. grey-blue.
2 c. blue. i 5 e. broum.

Jourih Issue.
Frode of Leopold II. to left on solid ground. Col. imp. rect. typo. 

First Portion, Nov. 15,1869.
I. Head in linear oval, branches around. (Fig. 75.)

10 (centimes,) green.

Second Portion, Jan. 1, 1870.
II. Head in pearled oval, lettered and broken at each

angle. (Fig. 76.)
20 (centimes,) blue.

Third Portion, March 1, 1870-
III. Head in linear oval, with fruit and branches. (Fig. 77.)

30 (centimes,) yellow-brown.

Fourth Portion, April 1, 1870.
IV. Head in lettered solid oval, broken at base by branches.

(Fig. 7b.)
40 (centimes,) rose.
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V. Hoad, &c\, very similar to H i ., without P ostes above.
1 ir., lilac.

Journal-Stamps, Jan. 1, 1870,
(Completion of Fourth Issue.)

Numeral on solid ground. Col. imp. rect, typo.
VI. Name in coloured letters. {Fig. 79.)

1 centime, green. J 2 centimes, blue.
VII. Name in white letters.

8 centimes, lilac.

April 1, 1870
V ili . Design as last.

5 centimes, yellow-brown.

Post-Cards.
First Issue, Jan. 1, 1871.

T ype I.— Armorial insignia with emblems, with type V III. fourth 
issue stamp on right. The whole above fancy letteret! tablet Caute 
Correspondance with, three linos for address, all within single linear 
frame, outside o f which are instructions in Flemish on right, in 
French on left. Size 5^ x 8£ niches. Col. imp. typo.

5 centimes, grey-brown on pale bull'.

Second Issue, 1872.
II. Same, without instructions at each end. Col. imp. typo. 

5 centimes, grey-brown on pale buď.

Third Issue, Jan. 1, 1873.
III. »Stamp of type VIII. Journal, to right. Carte Correspon

dance over arms, all within fancy frame, whole im
pression coloured.

5 centimes, mauve on yellow bull’.
5 „  on creamy buff.

Reply-Paid Cards, Jan. i. 1873.
IV. The same, two cards joined, with additional inscription

under arms, viz., R éponse— A ntwoordt on one, and 
R éponse payée— A ntwoordt betaaj.p .

5 c. x  5 c. mauve on yellow-buff.

The same, with final r of A ntwoordt erased on both curds.
5 с. X 5 c. mauve on yeliow-buff.

Envelope, 1873.
T ype I.— Embossed piotile to left in engine-turned oval. Col. 

imp. rect. typo. (Fig. GO )
10 centimes, green.

Varieties.
There are three sizes of envelope.
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BERGEDORF.
JHrst ïesuc.

Nov. 1,1862.
Т уре.— Arms of Lubeck and Hamburg joined on waved oblique 

ground. Col. paper, square, litho. Types, size increasing with value. 
{Figs. 82, 88, & 80.)

J (ein halber; schilling, black on violet.
1 1 (ein u. ein halb) Schillinge, black on yellow 
3 (drei) Schillinge, black on rose,

"Reprints, 1867 and 1872.
t  sch. black on violet. 
3 sch. black on rose.

blighter colours, and rather worn impressions.

Remarks.
I have made a slight innovation here, in classing the second 

stamp,— 1 h sch. with the final e to Schillinge—as part of the first 
issue, but probabilities are in favour that it was so issued, and as it 
is virtually unattainable there con be slight harm iu classing it with 
two other rarities. The error (if such it is) makes the value read 
iu the plural, 1 ̂  Schillinge, when it should be Ц  schilling; our 
English authorities adroitly avoided any grammatical awkwardness 
iu a like case when they issued our stamp of three half-pence! This 
stamp is stated to have had a short currency, then the word schilling 
was substituted, but whether this alteration took placo at the time 
when the general series was completed, viz. ten days after, I cannot 
say, but for convenience of classification will assume so. The 4 and 
3 sch. of Nov. 1 are amongst tho rarest ef stamps, the reprints have 
a suspicious newness, tho \ is much worn, and the 3 considerably so. 
The later reprints are more worn, and the 3 is on brighter paper.

äeeoni) £ j5õuc.
Nov. 10, 1865.

Same as before. Types increasing with size of stamp. {Figs. 
80, 81, 82, 83, & 89.)

1. I  (eia halber) schilling, black on blue.
1 (ein) „  „  white.
I t (cin u. ein halb) „  „  yellow.
3 (drei) Schillinge, blue on rose.
4 (vier) „  black on brown.

Varieties.
J sch. clear blue 1 3 seh. dark blue on rose,

dark „  I blue on rose.

Reprints of 1872.
Same, worn dies.
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Remarks
Those stamps became obsolete on the establishment of the North 

German Confederation in 1866, and as a good stock was loft on hand 
they have remained common until now. Forgeries of the higher 
values are rito, but the general clearness of the execution of the 
circle of circlets— notice how clearly they cross, and how regularly—  
distinguishes the genuine. Our illustrations of these are so clear, 
that it would be an insult to the process to describe them.

BERMUDA.
1867.

T y pe .— Prolilo o f Queen to left on lines in oval, name above, full 
value below, ornaments, &c., varying. Col. imp. rect. typo. perf.

1. Name and value in white letters in straight label. (Fig. 86.) 
One penny, rose red. .

II. Name as above, value in coloured letters in curved label.
Twopence, ligLt blue.

III. Name in white letters in arched label. Value same in
curved label. (Fig. 84.)Sixpence, lilac.

IV. Name as last, value as I.
One shilling, green.

Issue of 1873.
V. Prolile of Queen on lines iu circle, within octagon, name 

and value İn coloured letters in straight Labels. Col. 
imp. rect. typo. perf. (Fig, 85.)

Threepence, buff-yellow.

Varieties.
These arc dependent on colour and are few in number, being 

solely light and dark shades of the same colour, the 2 p. being Iho 
only notable variety, viz.-—

2 p. pale blue. j 2 p. bright clear blue

BOLIVAR.
4first issue.

1863.
Type I.— Shield and stars, with Estado S. de Boi,ivar and value 

around, within rect. lettered frame Es. Us. de Colombia, Correos del 
Ektado. Col. imp. small reet. litho. (Figs. 02 & 03.)10 rs. green. I 1 peso red.
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Alteration in Colour, 1866.
10 cs. red.
Varieties.

There are only light and dark shades of the 1806.
10 c. bright røl, 1 10. c. pale red.

Remarks.
These are certainly the smallest stamps in existence, since the £ 

seli., gro.. or cent de pes., of other countries are but the fractional 
parts of whole stamps; but these are complete in themselves, and 
the facial value of the peso is over four shillings; the selling value 
of the green 10 c. is twenty times that amount, which may show its 
rarity. This State of Bolivar forms one amongst the United States 
of Colombia, and I can only hazard the same conjectures as to the 
stamps, which are set down under the heading of Antioquia. The 
10 c. green is chronicled with the peso as forming a first issue, which 
was obsolete, and it is supposed that the 10 c. value in red was 
revived iu I 860, It is barely likely that stamps of such different 
facial value as 10 c. and l peso should be issued in such an insignifi
cant size, of a like design, and iu the samo colour. I know of no 
forgeries of them, but I think if one were made, it would fail to 
imitate the utter insignificance which characterizes the stamps ! I 
fancy they would make the lines too deep, and the colours too 
bright, and altogether make them “  too pretty ”  to look at. They 
are from slightly different dies; however, the principal discrepancies 
are that on the 10 c. <c OS ”  at base is more to the left than in the 
i peso; the last “  s ”  in the left-hand border is slightly nearer the top 
border (that containing de Colom) in the peso than in the 10 c. 
The outer dotted border shows the greatest difference, being per
ceptibly finer in the peso than in the 10 c.; it is most noticeable on 
the right-hand side, whore in the 10 c. there are sixteen coloured 
marks, clearly apart over most of its length, hut occasionally running 
into each other at top; on the left side of 10 c. there are nineteen 
marks. This table, however, may bo useful,—

10 c. left, 19 —  1 peso, 25. ; 10 e. top, IS, — l peso, 19.
„  right, 14, —  „  21. ., bottom, 1-5— „  21.

This frame is really formed of two fino parallel lines, filled İn with 
coloured marks, which down the sides of the 10 c. are usually oblong 
and distinct, but at top and bottom are only separated by minute 
white dots. The 10 c. shows two dies side by side on the plate, 
differing in the star below “ v ”  of Bolivar, which is nearly wanting on 
one, but not on the other, which wc engrave. Small differences are 
perceptible in lettering also. The dies may be briefly termed 8 and 
9 stars.
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âcícmb issue.
1873.

Type.— Aims and nine stars in varying frames, &c. Col. imp. rect. 
litho, imperf.

I. White rect. ground, with straight lettered labels at 
sides. {Fig. 80.)

5 (cìnto) centavos, pale blue.
II. Solid lettered circle round arms, numerals each sido, 

entire ground white. {Fig. 87.)
10 (dicz) centavos, violet.

III. White oval ground with sides hollowed, on a background 
o f solid colour. {Fig. 90.)

20 (veinte) centavos, deep gréer, and dull green.
IY . White circular ground, within lettered circle, background 

solid colour. {Fig. 91.)
80 (ochenta) centavos, vermilion.

BOLIVIA.
JHrsl issue.

July, 1880.
Type I,— Eagle on globe in lettered oval on crossed lines (vertical 

and slightly oblique), background crossed lines. Numerals at angles 
in upright white oval, encroaching on the lettered oval. Col. imp, 
rect. t. D., 72 types. {Figu. 9 1 & 95.)

5 centavos, green.

II. Eagle on globe in broader lettered oval (as last) on 
vertical lines, background horizontal lines, numerals 
in transverse white oval. Col. imp. rect. т. о., 78 
types. {Fig. 98.)

10 centavos, brown.

III. Eagle on globe in still broader lettered double linear
oval, on vertical lines, background horizontal linos, 
with numerals on it. Col. imp. rect. т, d., 30 types.
( Fig. 9 9 .)

SO centavos, yellow.

IV. Eagle &c., much as last, numerals in transverso white
ovals. Col. imp, rect. т. D., 30 types. {Fig. 100.)

10<) centavos, blue
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ScCOttb Ï5Û11C.

I.
Change of colour, 1 1868.

5 centavos, lilac.
III. 50 „ blue.
IV. 100 „ green.

Alteration.
1. The worn-out plate touched up. {Fig. 97.)

5 centavos, dark green.

Varieties.
These ore principally due to the alterations in 5 c. plate, and to 

the changes of colour consequent upon fresh printings each time. 
( Fig. 94 for 5 c.)

1st P eriod.—
5 c. deep yellow-green.

sap-green.
5 e. sap-green.

10 c. sepia.
blackish sepia.

I  thick pp. 50 c. brownish yellow (intense), 
chrome-yellow, 
paler yellow.

100 c. slate-blue, 
blue.

2 nd P eriod.—-Plate more or less worn.
5 c. very durk sage-green. )  fine, clear deep green''. ) more or less

pale sage-green. )  copies. deep bluish green'. ) slurred & worn.
3 rd P eriod.— Body of eagle retouched, &c. {Fig. 95.)

1808.
5 c. very dark green'. j 5 c. very dark green', nearly black.

4 th P eriod.— Plate worn out.
5 c. dark green. | 5 c. slate. | 5 c. red-lilac. | 5 c. lilac.

{Ordinarij plates) thin pp.
50 e. deep blue. ] 60 c. dark blue. j 50 c. pale blue. | 100 c. dark green.
5th Period.—-Retouch of globe and eagle. {Fig. 97.)

5 c. dark blue-green'.

Remarks.
Few series of stamps caused greater speculation or fiercer discus

sion when they came out, and the knowledge that there are four 
distinct “  periods ”  of the 5 c. has only been gained by laborious 
research on the pártol Dr. Magnus. In adopting the learned doctor's 
arrangement, I am making the most lasting amends possible to him 
for the strong differences of opinion I expressed concerning the 5 c. 
lilac, and which will be found in Voi. VIII. of The Stamp Collector’s 
Magazine, p. 144. T am so thoroughly convinced that perfect 
accuracy is inseparable from his writings, that t accept his arrange
ment gladly (though not identical with my former views on this 
5 c. lilac), knowing that his deductions made with the sheets of 
stamps of the third Dcriod before him must be more accurate thou
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mine made from p ingle specimens of that period. With these few 
words of explanation, I will quote the arrangement more fully than 
the condensation necessary in the foregoing list would allow.

First Period of 5 c. Impressions fine and clear, showing all the 
more delicate lines.

Second Period, 5 c. With the gradual working of the plate, the 
finer lines of the wings, aud a portion of those which formed the 
shading of the body of the eagle and the globe, d-«appeared Utile by 
little. This period shows the shading o f the body of the eagle well 
marked, formed o f oblique lines more or less interlaced, and of some 
few lines almost vertical. The principal loss has been some of the 
ground lines in that; portion of the oval whence springs the eagle’s 
head. St ill the differences between early copies of this and Period I. 
would not be easily appreciated were it not for the difference in paper 
and colour noted above.

Third Period, о c. The workings continue to the end of tho second 
period, until only the principal parts of the eagle find globe remained, 
oil the details h iving disaptpeorel, such as the shading, isolated parts 
of pinions, &c. The breast of the eagle became nearly white. Then 
tho Administration caused the engraver to resink the old lines, and 
trace new ones ; tlm body of the eagle being principally amended, 
and printings from this retouched plate formed the third period, of 
which the colour was a vt ry dark green, approaching to black.

Fourth Period, о r. Dr. Magnus calls this the end of the third 
period but undoubtedly it is a fresh period, as the õ c. lilac is peculiar 
to it. I t  is characterized by the disappearance from the globo of all 
but the horizontal lines; and those on the eagle’ -, body diminished 
in number, breadth, and height ; indeed the whole stamp is, or 
stamps on the plate are, worn out, though it is far more manifest in 
some specimens ; so it went on till the

Fifth Period, 5 c., when a second retouch occurred, and this time 
both the eagle’s body and the globe were repaired. Tin ground 
behind eagle has been redrawn, the wings are not. touched however, 
bur the lines remain thinned down by wear. The globes have no 
longer the short vertical dashes; the horizontal lines are thinner, 
and in many cases are broken. To shade the globe there arc cut 
some short horizontal comiter-H>чт, which become one important 
characteristic of this renovation. The above plate was engraved on 
metal by a Spaniard in La Paz named Estrudi. On- authority 
(M. Alliis) -av- upon steel, but I cannot conceive that a steel plate, 
or that matter, a copper plate even, would wear down, so that iu
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iho spaco of twelve months it should require twice deepening and 
altering. Of course I am considering that the number of stamps 
printed could not have been very large in a stat«1 with the peculiar 
attributes of Bolivia. The views of Sydney were copperplate, sunken 
engraving, yet they, with two years’ currency, and more workings, 
did not wear like these 5 c. Bolivia. When this series first appeared 
a determined effort was made by certain swindler? to foist upon the 
community other values, 15 c. blue, 15 c. green, 20 c. red, 1 peso 
red, and 1 peso blue; but no such values ever existed. A  further 
effort was made to introduce some 5 c. in indigo-blue, but these 
were chemical changelings from the green stamps. The history of 
the attempt to bring out the false values will be found in Tiu Stump 
Goti' rt'jr’s Magaziile for 1869, pp. 16, 88, and 189. Some curious 
essays are known, which are duly noticed and described in the above 
magazine for 1867, at p. 25 ; 1871, pp. 61 and 170; and 1872, p. 47.dThirh ïösuc.

Nov. 8, 1867.
Type.— A rms (mountain, &c.) in oval, with flags and nine stars 

below Ín circle. Col. imp. rect., т. n. by a . в . n. c o . {Tig. 102.)
5 (cinco) centavos, green. i 50 (d neuen tu) centavos, blue.

10 (diez) „  vermilion. [ 100 (eien) ,, yellow
500 (quinientos) centavos, black.

Varieties.
It i? possible to make slight shades o f the lower values as under.

ìli. 12, no wml\
5 c. deep green. j 10 c. deep vermilion. I 50 c. deep blue.

„  dull „  I „  paler „  I „  paler „

Remarks.
After being in use for about a year, some alteration occurred in 

the constitution of the Republic, and two more siars were added, 
representing two more states or provinces. Both 100 and 500 c. 
are well-nigh unattainable, (the latter from its higher value of five 
dollars being the rarer,) and the following account from our old 
correspondent Dr. Wonne”, will add a new fact to the history of the 
stamps.

W e learu that the stamps with nine stars were authorized by 
decree of March 12, 1867, and a unticc of November 8 following 
approves of the stamps, received from the American Bank Note Co. 
in these quantities :—

400,000 green, 5 centavos. : 20.000 blue, 50 centavos.
20O.U0U red, 10 ,, 10,000 yellow, 100 „

2,COO black ÔUO centavos.
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Now comes the curious part, that, the present Government in 
another decree ordains that all stamps of 100 c. and 500 c. shall be 
burnt in presence of certain officials, save and except a small number 
of 100 c. for the use of the Post Office, to frank money and stamps 
between the departments. As the doctor gives no date, does this 
destruction refer to the series with nine stars, or to the series with 
«deven stars? If the latter, it may account for the virtual non
appearance of the 100 and 500 c. eleven stars.

Dining 1871, a provisional issue of 5 and 10 c. fiscal stamps took 
place for postal purpusos, and specimens properly obliterated arc
worthy a piacéin collections. They bear a figure of Justice, in a 
lettered oval inscribed Tbambacciones Sociales Bolivia, with 
numerals at angles.

5 centavos, black. j 10 centavos, green.

Jiourth Eøsuc.
1871.

Tvj'i:.— The same (precisely) as before, but with eleven stars. 
Col. imp. rect. т. n. by a. n. n . co.

5 centavos, green. 50 centavos, blue.
10 „  vermilion. 100 „  yellow.

Varieties.
There are trifling differences in the shades, and may bo taken as 

identical with the varieties of the last issue, viz. :—
M. Ill, no wmk.

5 c. deep green. I 10 c. deep vermilion. I 50 c. deep blue.
„  dull green. i „  paler vermilion. I „ paler blue.

Remarks,
The existence of a 500 c. of the eleven stars’ series has been 

asserted in The l'hiloielical Journal for 1872, at page 10, on authority 
there given, hut no specimen has been seen by me, and I cannot 
learn that any one else has botai more successful. The infor nation 
u.s to the destruction of the stock of 100 c. and 500 c. will explain 
the non-arrival of the latter value, and the great rarity of the 100 c., 
the destruction o f which being only partial iu the series with nine 
stars may explain that a very small supply was ordered from the 
eleven stars’ plates; at any rats the İ0U c. present issue is very 
uncommon. ’I ho engraver’ s initial will be fourni in the c nitrai oval, 
clos, to the low« г edge, viz. : a small v. hite letter N.
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JA M E S  R . G R A N T  & Co.
Endeavour lo keep every variety of Stamp in stock, and beg to solicit your orders, or list

o f wants.

T1IEIR PRICE LIST OP

POSTAGE STAMPS, ENVELOPES, CARDS AND BANDS
Contains tbc market value of all "ostage Stamps, giving all prominent varieties of 
watermark, perforation, &c., and will prove invaluable to Collectors as being a skeleton 

Catalogue o f every Stamp issued for Postage.

In two Parts—Part I., now ready, post free, 7d.

I

They can supply the following valuable Photographs, all unmounted : —
1, 65 varieties, sheet 13J x  10 . 10/-
2. 42 „  131x10 • 7/-
3. 20 „  „  13j  X 10 . 6 /-
4. 13 „  п  X 8 j . . 3 /-
5. 8 »  11 X 8£ . 2/6

The last three sheets contain extremely scarce Locals, numbers of the originals being 
unique. Tlic series of five sheets, 148 representations, all different, sent on receipt of 
Post-office Order for 21/-.

Ко. 7. Entire Envelope, Wells, Fargo, & Co., o f  the first- or rare die. 1/3
8. Ditto, Everts, Wilson, &. C o . ................................................ 1/9
9. Ditto, Wood & Co. (Miner) . . . . . . .  1/3

10. Ditto, Cal., paid seven cents . . . . . . .  1/ 9
The above, full-size, four fo r  bj-.

11. Twenty-three very scarce and little known U.S. Locals . . 5/-
12. The fifty types Kew C a le d o n ia ................................................ 3/-
13. The twelve types Providence K. I. (11 o f 5c. and one o f 10c.) 3/-
14. The six types Re-union . . . . . . .  3/-
15. The sixty typos of Hawaiian “  figure”  stamps, 1, 2, and 5c. . 5/-
10. The three Hawaiian of 1852; viz. 2, 5, and 13 cents . . 1/6
17. Four varieties of Guadalajara, two o f them perforated . . 1/0

T H E  P H I L A T E L I C A L  JOURNAL.
E d it e d  b y  EDWARD L. PEMBERTON.

ILLUSTRATED IN CO LO U R S.

The first volume of this Magazine is now ready, and should be in the Library o f every 
Philatelist; it is acknowledged to be flic best philatelical paper ever published, containing 
the greatest amount of matter, the most illustrations, and none hut reliable information. 
The first volume contains over one hundred different articles, and two hundred and ninety 
illustrations, o f which seventy arc in flic colours o f the stamps.

Volume I. neatly bound, gilt edges, 7s. 6d. post free.
With Photographic Supplement lo No. 5, Is. \d. extra.

It contains the Names and Addresses of all ascertained Dealers in Forgeries.

JAMES 11. GRANT & Co., DAWLISH.
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